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We say that the (infinite-dimensional real or complex) Banach 
spaces E and F are totally incomparable if E and F have no isomorphic 
(linearly homeomorphic) closed subspaces of infinite-dimension. 
Our main result (Theorem 2) shows that the following two properties 
are equivalent :
I. E and F are totally incomparable 
II. For all Banach spaces X and bounded linear maps 
T : E @F -+ X, if T / E and T 1 F are homeomorphisms, then T 
has closed range. (Here E @F denotes the Cartesian product of E 
and F endowed with the norm I\(e,f)ll = 11 e11 + Ilf )I for all e in E 
and f in F.) 
The implication I 3 II, is equivalent to the assertion that the 
sum of two totally incomparable closed subspaces of a Banach space 
is norm-closed, which assertion is proved in Theorem 1. (This result 
was also announced with a sketch of its proof as Theorem 4 of [5]). 
Theorem 1 has applications to quasi-complementation problems 
(cf. [5] and [q) t owards which the rather immediate Corollary 3 is 
directed. A result of Kato’s enables us to show in Corollary 4 that 
a sum of a finite number of pairwise totally incomparable subspaces 
of a Banach space is norm-closed. 
The proof that II implies I is given in Theorem 2; our argument 
shows that this implication holds under the weaker condition that 
all the maps T of property II are in addition one-one. 
* The research for this paper was partially supported by the National Science 
Foundation NSF-GP-5585. 
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DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION. We follow [2] for the most part. 
The reader should note, however, that throughout the remainder of this 
paper, the term “subspace” shall refer to a closed, injinite-dimensional 
linear submanifold. 
We recall that a sequence (x%) in a Banach space B is called a basis 
for B, if for every x E B there exists a unique sequence of scalars 
011 7% a** with x = CI==, a,~,. 
A bounded linear map from one Banach space into another is called 
an isomorphism if it is a homeomorphism, i.e. if it is one-one with 
closed range. 
Given B, ,..., B, closed linear submanifolds of the Banach space 
X, we denote the sum B, + *** + B, by B, LT] *a* q B, provided 
that B, + **. + B, is closed, and that for any b, ,..., b, with bi E Bi 
for all i, if b, + 0.. + b, = 0, then bi = 0 for all i. (By the closed 
graph theorem, this simply means that B, + *** + B, is naturally 
isomorphic to B, @ *** @ BN). 
Finally, we recall the concept introduced by Kato in [3]; a bounded 
linear operator T : X + Y (where X and Y are Banach spaces) is 
called strictly singular if T 1 2 fails to be an isomorphism for all 
subspaces Z of X. 
THEOREM 1. If E and F are totally incomparable subspaces of X, 
then E + F is norm-closed. 
Proof. We use many of the theorems and techniques of [I]. 
We may and shall assume that E (7 F = {0}, since our hypothesis 
implies that E A F is finite dimensional. Now it follows from the 
closed graph theorem that E + F is closed if and only if 
Suppose that E + F is not closed. We may then find a separable 
subspace FI C F such that E + FI is not closed. Indeed, we need only 
choose f;‘, f[,... elements in F of norm one, such that 
kia [inf#f[ - e [j : j( e (1 = 1, e E E)] = 0, 
and then let FI be the closed linear span of the fi ‘s. 
Now choose T : FI -+ C[O, l] such that T is a linear isometry of 
FI with T(F,). Let xi, xa ,... be a basis for C[O, 11, and g, , g, ,... in 
C[O, l]* such that 
x = f g,(x)x, for all x E C[O, 11. 
i=l 
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We may choose a sequence (j:) of elements of Fl of norm one such 
that for all n, gi(T(fk)) = 0 for all i with 1 < i ,< 12, with 
a> inf{llfA - e /j : j] e jj = 1, e E E} < l/n. 
Indeed, for all n, 
V, = {JEFF : g,(T(f)) = 0 for all i with 1 < i < nj 
is a subspace of F, of finite codimension. Thus E + V, is not closed, 
so we may choose an elementfk in V, of norm 1, satisfying (A). 
We thus have that for all i, 
Theorem 3 of [I] now tells us that we may choose a subsequence (f,) 
of the sequence (&) such that (Tf,) is a basis for the closed linear 
span of (Tf, : 12 = 1, 2,...). Since T is an isometry, it then follows 
that (f,) is a basis for the closed linear span of the fn’s. By a result of 
Banach, we may then choose a constant K, such that for all scalars 
“1 ,*-*, @+l 9 
Finally, since (fJ is a subsequence of (fk), it follows from (a) 
that we may choose (f,,) a subsequence of (f,), and (ej) a sequence 
of elements in E of norm 1, such that for allj, IIf,, - ej 1) < 1/(2j+lK). 
Now ( fn,) is then a basis for the closed linear span of thefmj’s; thus 
it follows from Theorem 1 of [I] that the closed linear span of the 
fni’s is isomorphic to the closed linear span of the ej’s. Thus E and F 
contain isomorphic subspaces; this contradiction completes the proof. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2. The Banach spaces E and F are totally incomparable 
if and only if for all Banach spaces X, E’, and F; if E’ and F’ are 
subspaces of X isomorphic to E and F respectively, then E’ + F’ is 
norm-closed. 
Proof. The “only if” part is an immediate consequence of 
Theorem 1. The proof of the “if” part was suggested to us by an 
argument of Pelczynski’s (c.f. the proof of Proposition 1 of [JJ). 
Suppose that E and F are not totally incomparable. We shall 
construct a Banach space X, with two subspaces E’ and F’ isomorphic 
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to E and F respectively, with nonclosed sum. Our proof yields the 
additional information that E’ andF’ may be chosen with E’ n F’ := 0. 
Now every Banach space has a subspace with a basis (c.f. C. 3 of 
[I]). We may thus choose El and Fl isomorphic subspaces of E and 
F respectively, possessing bases. This situation may be conveniently 
expressed in the following manner: 
There is a Banach space C, with a basis (ci) of elements of norm 
one, and sequences (ej) and (fi) that are bases for El and Fl 
respectively, and a constant K > 1, such that for all scalars cur ,..., N~ , 
Let i1 and iz be the canonical imbeddings of E and F into E x F 
given by 
G(e) = (e, 0) and xf) = (OYf) 
for all e E E and f E F respectively. Of course, E x F is a linear 
space under the obvious operations and ii is a linear map for j = 1, 2. 
We now introduce the notation S(Y) = (y E Y : /j y 11 < l> for any 
normed linear space Y. 
Let U be the set of all (x, y) in El x Fr such that 
I/ f (@-k + flk)Ck jl + “;p ’ a’ ’ ; ’ ‘k ’ < K + 1 
k=l 
where x = C& akek and y = Ckm_r & fk . 
Let W be the convex hull of i,(S(E)) u i,(S(F)) u U; and define 
Ill * III on E x F by 
/// a JjJ = inf /A > 0 : t E WI. 
We shall show that 111 - 111 is a norm on E x F, that il and iz are 
isomorphisms between E and i,(E), and F and i,(F) respectively, and 
that 
Wlll x -Y III : Ill x Ill = 1 = Ill y III, x E Why EW)> = 0. 
This is enough to complete the argument. Indeed, if we let X be the 
completion of E x F under this norm, then i,(E) and i,(F) are closed 
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in X, since they are complete in 111 * 111, being isomorphic to Banach 
spaces. Thus i,(E) + d,(F) is not closed in X, yet i,(E) and i,(F) are 
subspaces of X isomorphic to E and F respectively. 
It is fairly simple to see that (11 *[/I is a semi-norm. Indeed; W is 
circled (I a j = 1 and w E W +- olw E W) since i,(S(E)), i,(S(F)), and 
U are all circled; W is convex; and 0 is an internal point of W since 
It then follows from an argument similar to that given for Lemma 8, 
p. 411 of [Z], that ((I * ((1 is a semi-norm. (We shall prove the positive 
definiteness of 111 . I// somewhat later.) 
We next show that ii is an isomorphism for j = 1,2; we do this 
for j = 1, since the proof for j = 2 is identical. It suffices to show that 
i,(E) 17 WC (K + 1)2 i,(S(E)). 
Indeed, once this is established, since i,(S(E)) C i,(E) n W by the 
definition of W, we have for all x E E that 
(K : 1)” II x II B Ill idx)lll 9 II x IL 
So, suppose x E E and ir(x) E W; since S(E), S(F), and U are all 
convex sets, it follows that there exist non-negative numbers 01,8, y 
with (Y + ,8 + y = 1, and points e E S(E), f E S(F), and u E U with 
4(e) + P2(f) + YU = i#). L e e’ and f' be points in El and Fl t 
respectively with (e’, f ‘) = u. Then /If + yf’ = 0. Thus if /3 # 0, 
f E Fl . But then &(f) E U. Indeed, setting f = Crsl cyk fk , we have 
that 
by the inequalities( 1). Thus &(CC) is in the convex hull of ir( S’(E)) and U. 
We may thus choose A, y, and z with 0 < X < 1, y E S(E), and 
(2, 0) E U, such that x = AJJ + (1 - A) x. Setting 2 = ‘& pkek , 
we have by (1) and the definition of U that 
Thusllxll <X+(1 - A) K(K + 1) < (K + 1)2, which shows that 
i,(E) n WC (K + 1)2 S(E). 
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To see that I/[ * j/j is positive definite, suppose that x E E x F and 
LYX E W for all a: > 0; we must show that x = 0. For each 
n E N, we may choose non-negative numbers a, , & , and yn with 
an + /3, + ‘yn = 1, and points z, , 4% , and U, belonging to i,(S(E)), 
i,(S(F)), and U respectively, with 
Recalling that E @F denotes the set E x F endowed with the norm 
Il@,f)llsoF = II e II + llfll, we thus obtain that 
= 0. 
EOF 
Since (y&z) u, E El x Fl for all n, and El x Fl is a closed subspace 
ofE@F,wehavethatx~Er~F~.Now(E~xF~)nW=Uby 
the definition of U and the fact that i,(S(E,)) and &(S(FJ) are both 
contained in U, a consequence of the inequalities (1). Now write 
x = <Ck”=, qk , Ckl Bk fk), and suppose that I ak I + I ,& I # 0 for 
some k. Then setting 01 = (K + 2) k/(1 01~ / + ) ,t& I), we have that 
xx 6 U; but then cyx $ W. Thus j ak / + ( jlk j = 0 for all K, so x = 0, 
thus proving that /)I * 111 is positive definite. 
Finally set 
i&J 
xn = Ill i&Jill 
and 
for all 7t. We shall show that limn+m /(I x, - yn )I/ = 0. This will 
complete the proof of Theorem 2. 
Now since (El x Fl) n W = U, it follows that if (e,f) E El x Fl , 
where e = x ake,, and f = C &e, . We thus have that 
1 
IMen , ONI = K + 1 t ) 1 + ;, = lll(0,.6&)lll 
for all n. Hence I[( x, - yB 111 = (2/n)/(l + l/n) for all n, and the 
theorem is proved. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Since \lj(e,f)lll < 1) e jJ + j/fll for all e E E and f~ F, 
we may summarize what has been proved as follows: If the Banach 
spaces E and F are not totally incomparable, there exists a Banach space 
X and a continuous one-one linear map T from E + F onto a proper 
dense subset of X, such that T I E and T 1 F are isomorphisms. 
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Our next result combined with Theorem 2.1 of [d] yields immedia- 
tely that if A is a subspace of X with weak* separable dual A*, and 
if there exists a reflexive subspace R of X* such that A* and R are 
totally incomparable, then A is quasi-complemented in X. 
In the following, X*(Y*) denotes the dual of the Banach space 
X(Y) and YL denotes the annihilator of Y in X*. 
COROLLARY 3. Let Y be a subspace of X and R a subspace of X* 
such that YJ- and R are totally incomparable. Then a finite-codimensional 
subspace of R is isomorphic to a subspace of Y”. Thus if Yl contains no 
rejlexive subspaces, every reflexive subspace of X* contains a jinite- 
codimensional subspace isomorphic to a subspace of I/‘*. 
Proof. Since the hypotheses imply that YJ- r\ R is of finite 
dimension, we may choose a subspace R, of R, such that R, n YJ- = 
{0}, and R, + (Yl n R) = R. By Theorem 1, R, + Yl is norm- 
closed. Letting rr be the quotient map of X* onto X*/Y-L, we thus 
have that R, is isomorphic with rr(R,). Since Y* is isometric to X*/YL 
and R, is a subspace of R of finite codimension, the corollary is proved. 
Our final result shows that the conclusion of Theorem 1 holds for 
sums of any finite number B, , . . . , B, of pairwise totally incomparable 
subspaces of a Banach space. It also shows that if each of the subspaces 
Bi is isomorphic to its subspace of codimension one, then B, + *** + B, 
is isomorphic to B, @ *** @ B, . 
COROLLARY 4. Let B1,..., B, be pairwise totally incomparable 
subspaces of the Banach space X. Then 
(a) B, + *** + B, is norm-closed. Moreover, there exist subspaces 
Di of finite codimension in Bi for all i, and F C X a fkite-dimensional 
submanifold, such that 
BI + .-* + BN = D, [il a** 0 DN 0 F 
(b) If A is a non-empty proper subset of { 1, 2,..., N), then CiEn B, 
and CieA B, are totally incomparable. 
Proof. We first prove (a) by induction on N, and also show that 
for N > 1, B, + **. + B,-, and B, are totally incomparable. It 
is trivial for N = 1; suppose it has been proved for N, and B, ,..., B, , 
B,,, pairwise totally incomparable subspaces of X are given. By 
induction hypothesis, we may choose for all 1 < i < N, D, a finite- 
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codimensional subspace of Bi and G a finite-dimensional submanifold 
of X such that 
(*I B, + .-* + BN = D, 0 *.. a DN q G. 
Now we claim that B, + .‘. + B, and B,,, are totally incomparable. 
Indeed, let Pi (Q) be the natural linear projection from B, + *** + B, 
onto Di (onto G), for all 1 < i < N; ((*) shows that Pi is well 
defined and bounded for all such i). 
Let Z be a subspace of B, + *.* + B, and T : Z--f B,,, be a 
bounded linear operator. Thus T = T o PI + -a- + T o P, + T o Q. 
But T 0 Pi is a strictly singular operator for all 1 < i < N, since Bi 
and &+, are totally incomparable for all such i. Since Q has finite- 
dimensional range, To Q is also strictly singular. Thus T is strictly 
singular, being the sum of strictly singular operators (Kato, Lemma 
462, page 287 of [3]), so by definition, no such T can be an 
isomorphism. 
Thus, putting H = (B, + a** + BN) n B,,, , H is of finite- 
dimension, and we may choose D,,, a (finite-codimensional) subspace 
of B,,, such that 
(**I D N+l q H = BN+l .
Since D,,, and D, Fj -** a D, are thus totally incomparable, we 
obtain by Theorem 1 that (Dl FJ a.0 FJJ DN) + D,,, is norm-closed, and 
of course (Dl q se+ q DN) n D,,, = {0} by the definition of D,,, . 
Substituting from (*) and (**), we obtain that 
4 + a** + BN+l = D, + .*. + &+I + G + H. 
Since G + H is of finite-dimension, D, q **a q D,,, is thus a 
finite-codimensional subspace of the norm-closed submanifold 
4 + --a + B,,, , thus completing the proof of (a) by induction. 
We have also proved that if N > 1, then B1 + se* + B,-, and 
B, are totally incomparable. Thus, given /l as in (b) and i E II, then 
&, Bi and Bj are totally incomparable. Applying this together 
with (a), we then obtain as before that any bounded linear operator 
from a subspace of &,, Bi into Xi4 Bi may be written as a sum of 
strictly singular operators, so again by [3], such an operator must be 
strictly singular. Thus &d Bj and &A Bi have no isomorphic 
subspaces, so (b) is proved also. 
Remark. It follows easily from Corollary 4 and Kato’s Lemma 
that if B, ,..., B, are pairwise totally incomparable subspaces of the 
Banach space X, and if A is a subspace of B, + *** + B, , then for 
some i, A and Bi have isomorphic subspaces. 
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